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Introduction 

Drivers and cyclists are both instructed to share the roads. Yet for all the signs, safety 

protocols, and legislation that exist, these two groups would both rather have the roads to 

themselves, and friction exists between them daily. On the benign end of the spectrum, this could 

manifest as a frustrated motorist who has to maneuver around a much slower road user or 

perhaps a frustrated cyclist dealing with a car parked in a bike lane. However, on the other end of 

the spectrum, are the frequent and immensely dangerous collisions between vehicle and cyclist. 

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, in 2014 there were 726 

cyclist fatalities from vehicle-cyclist collisions, up from the twenty year low of 623 in 2010. This 

can be compared to 4,884 pedestrian fatalities and 32,675 total fatalities in 2014 (NHTSA, 

2014). While this may seem like a small number in comparison, in context it is more staggering.  

 Compared to motorists, cyclists are more often injured on a distance-weighted basis. An 

analysis of accidents in Norway from 1998-2005 found that there were 1.158 injured cyclists per 

million kilometers of travel, but only 0.154 injured motorists in passenger cars per million 

kilometers of travel over the same period (Elvik, 2009). Moreover, in vehicle-cyclist incidents, 

the outcomes for the cyclist will almost always be worse because they are unprotected. Further, 

when thinking beyond fatalities, a review of research on the subject indicates that non-fatal 

vehicle-cyclist collisions are heavily underreported across all countries because bicycles are not 

insured like cars (Elvik, 1999).  

Nonetheless, one ray of hope for cycling enthusiasts has been the growing body of 

literature on the “safety in numbers” effect among both pedestrians and cyclists. This describes 

the observable protective effect for both pedestrians and cyclists, such that as their respective 
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numbers increase, there is a less than proportional increase in the occurrence of collisions 

between motor vehicles and unprotected road users. 

Although there has been much cross sectional research on the presence of the safety in 

numbers effect for pedestrians and cyclists in metropolitan areas across the world, there does not 

exist analysis of a related causal mechanism using panel data from exogenously placed locations 

across an urban network. While several mechanisms have been proposed, analysis for all of them 

is minimal and inconclusive. Moreover, the previous literature uses severe injuries or fatalities as 

the dependent variables, despite their relative rarity. With this, I propose motorists’ speed 

adjustments as a mechanism for the effect. I hypothesize that a spike in cyclist presence will lead 

to a decrease in speed violations at a given point on a road as cyclists represent an increase in the 

difficulty of driving for any individual motorist.  

In this paper I make a few compromises in the construction of a test for this hypothesis. 

Although safety in numbers measures a relation of total cyclist volume and collisions, I do not 

measure these directly. First, because there do not exist measures of total cyclist volume, I focus 

on bikeshare data from Chicago, which I present as a useful proxy for the elevated presence of 

cyclists. Second, because collision data is unavailable, as well as rare and often unreported on a 

city level, I use data from a recent speed camera initiative that is geographically consistent with 

but systematically exogenous to the bikeshare data. I demonstrate with both recent empirical 

findings and theoretical models that elevated speed is a strong proxy for intense and dangerous 

driving.  

By using the Chicago Divvy Bike system open trip database and the Chicago Speed 

Camera database; I empirically analyze a potential mechanism for the safety in numbers 

hypothesis based on recent theories of driver behavior. 
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Literature Review 

1. Origin of Safety in Numbers 

Despite the intuitive notion that vehicle-pedestrian and vehicle-cyclist collisions vary 

directly with the amount of walking and biking respectively, it has been consistently shown that 

there actually exists a non-linear relationship such that as walking and biking increase, the 

probability of a given unprotected road user being struck decreases. Colloquially known as the 

“Safety in Numbers” effect, this effect has long been known to transportation experts. Recently, 

with more and more cities producing useful data, it has become a popular field of study, and 

research has been performed using data from cities across the world.  

The first well cited study that provides preliminary evidence of a safety in numbers effect 

is from 1979 in Great Britain, where 140 pedestrian crossings were studied. Using a record of 

166 accidents as well as several other independent variables, it found evidence for a strong safety 

in numbers effect among pedestrians (Inwood & Grayson, 1979). Nonetheless, this analysis had 

high standard errors as the low occurrence of the dependent variable made the results quite 

granular in nature. Still, the research was a major impetus for future study. 

 It was not until 1993 in Sweden that similar research found a safety in numbers effect for 

cyclists (Brüde & Larsson).  In this study, the two researchers examined accidents at junctions 

where either pedestrians or cyclists were involved. For the cyclist side of the analysis, they 

collected data from the 30 largest Swedish municipalities, which resulted in a dataset of 377 

locations, and 432 accidents after limiting to only locations that had 100 or more cyclists per 

annual average day. The data found that the accident rate increased with more motor vehicles, 

but decreased with more cyclists. Brüde and Larsson hypothesized that with more cyclists, “the 
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larger is the number of ‘living warning signs’ and the greater the consideration shown them by 

motorists.” The study concludes that even with rudimentary exposure variables for the number of 

pedestrians or cyclists, and low R2 values in the results, models examining vehicle and cyclist 

volume prove exceptionally accurate in predicting accident rates.  

 

2. Evidence of Safety in Numbers 

The most recent and robust analysis of the various findings of global safety in numbers 

research is a synthesis of cross-sectional studies by Rune Elvik and Torkel Bjørnskau (2017). In 

general, the paper shows that (1) all of the research on the topic demonstrates some degree of a 

safety in numbers effect, (2) the effect weakens with larger numbers of pedestrians or cyclists, 

and (3) that the there does not exist a clear relationship between the strength of the effect and the 

ratio of vehicles to bikes or pedestrians.  

Elvik and Bjørnskau (2017) cite 26 individual studies that examine the effect for 

pedestrians, cyclists or both. The majority of the papers they cite look for the effect on a micro-

level, examining either pedestrian crossings or similar street specific junctions. Others, however, 

look at a more macro level such as traffic zones or municipalities. For each study, the researcher 

is uniform in having data for total volume of vehicles and total volume of pedestrians or cyclists. 

The studies do however differ in how they measure safety. Some measure fatalities while others 

measure injuries. Moreover, within these two categories there exist further differences of 

measurement such as what is considered a “serious” injury. With this data, Elvik and Bjørnskau 

estimate the strength of the effect found in each study according to a count regression model 

such that: 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925753515001812
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Number of accidents = eβ0MVβ1CYCLβ2e(βother)  

 

Where MV is the count of motor vehicles, CYCL is the count of cycles, and β1 and β2 are the 

desired regression coefficients estimating the strength of the effect. The final term is a group of 

predictor variables besides traffic volume. 

In this model, a coefficient of less than 1 indicates that the number of accidents increases 

less than proportionally to traffic volume. Figure 1 demonstrates a predicted accident rate as a 

function of an increasing number of cyclists based on the range of coefficients found in their 

model.   

 

Figure 1 – Range of the Safety in Numbers Effect for Cyclists 

 

Source: Elvik (2017) 
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Although there is much to be reported with regards to the strength and nature of the 

effect, there still does not exist evidence for the mechanisms behind it. Nonetheless, in a 

commentary on the topic, Jacobsen, Ragland, and Komanoff (2015), three experts on the topic, 

express that theories on potential mechanisms fall in one of three categories: (1) the design and 

operation of safer streets (2) changes in the behavior of people walking and cycling and (3) 

changes in the behavior of motorists. They continue that type (1) theories cannot be the only 

mechanism because the effect has been found in situations independent of infrastructure changes. 

Next, they argue that type (2) theories are unlikely because of both the lack of evidence 

for either a self-selection mechanism or for a clustering mechanism. Jacobsen (2013) has also 

commented that, “it seems unlikely that people walking or bicycling obey traffic laws more or 

defer to motorists more in societies or time periods with greater walking and bicycling…” This 

idea is largely intuitive. As the number of cyclists increases, the incentive is to be more reckless, 

which would only decrease the safety in numbers effect. The idea that rule breaking by cyclists 

in groups increases has been confirmed in some previous research, particularly in Norway.  

Finally, the authors discuss why they largely believe the effect comes from type (3). They 

first contend that in an area where there is more walking and biking, the motorists are more 

likely themselves to walk or bike. This explanation is interesting but likely not a large factor for 

this analysis, as I look at a point-by-point basis within the city. Next they comment using several 

models of motorist signal detection theory. In short, they contend that signal detection theory is a 

possible framework because it depends upon not only how clear a target is, but how frequently it 

occurs. They continue to argue that relative frequency has been shown to be a very tangible 

component of inattentional blindness among drivers in a laboratory setting. 
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In summary, although the precise mechanism(s) behind the safety of numbers effect is 

unknown, the consensus of experts is that at least one of the mechanisms must come from 

changes in driver behavior. While the signaling model discussed by Jacobsen, Ragland, and 

Komanoff is a strong framework, I use an alternative model of driver psychology to fit my data. 

 

3. Useful Models of Driver Behavior 

While many models of driver behavior have been proposed, in recent years the applied 

field of driver psychology has moved much closer to finding a uniformly accepted and laboratory 

confirmed version.  

The evolution of such models has demonstrated an increase in empirical validity that 

provides increased usefulness for this study. Two major pieces of progress came in the 1980s 

with the emergence of comprehensive risk-based theories and the use of a hierarchical control 

model to simultaneously describe the cognitive patterns of driving on strategic, maneuvering, 

and operational levels. This came around the same time that early motivational models of the 

previous decades faced criticism for lacking a specific psychological mechanism and largely 

being untestable in a driving simulation (Ranney, 1994).  

One early model with some explanatory power towards this study is the risk homeostasis 

model of driving first proposed by Wilde (1982) where he integrates economic ideas on risk with 

the act of driving. “From this integrative effort it would seem that the accident rate is ultimately 

dependent on one factor only, the target level of risk in the population concerned which acts as 

the reference variable in a homeostatic process relating accident rate to human motivation.” With 

my variables and hypothesis, this can be conceptualized in terms of a driver overtaking a cyclist. 

As the driver approaches, she evaluates “expected utilities of action alternatives,” and assumes a 
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“target level of risk.” Essentially, in deciding to overtake a cyclist, she measures the possible 

utility of overtaking the cyclist (like easier driving) with the possible disutility of striking the 

cyclist (like remorse or a financial cost). This is then incorporated with a few other factors into a 

desired adjustment, and eventually leads to some “resulting accident rate.” The full model can be 

found in Appendix 1. Still, I did not choose this as the final theoretical model as it has too many 

confounding variables when utilized with the speed violation data. Above all, there is a logical 

gap between the drivers risk assessment and how that translates to speed. While it is intuitive that 

this risk judgment could translate to a speed decrease, it is not necessarily the only response; 

perhaps the driver simply takes more care. Luckily, a later iteration of this type of driver 

behavior model provides a stronger fit. 

The major development that created a more uniform theory and a stronger framework for 

evaluating the safety in numbers theory was the integration of the risk homeostasis theory and 

the zero risk theory (Näätänen & Summala, 1976) into the Task-Capability Interface (TCI) 

model (Fuller, 2005). While Wilde claims risk as the incentive structure, the TCI model rejects 

risk as the key decision factor, and instead measures the output of performance in terms of an 

individual driver’s “task demand” and “capability.” While driving, any individual driver 

balances the difficulty of their tasks—a tight turn, cell phone use, passing another vehicle—with 

the many factors of their individual capability. If capability exceeds task difficulty, driving is 

easy and drivers perform well. If task difficulty exceeds capability, the driver’s performance will 

falter and they fail the task. For example, this may result in a motorist veering off the road or 

running a stop sign (Fuller, 2005).  

As drivers do not want to crash (because of the same disutility concept in Wilde’s 

model), when task difficulty approaches capability, they will compensate to lower the difficulty. 
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In laboratory studies to test the TCI model, Fuller, McHugh, and Pender (2008) found that on 

every type of roadway, there was a close relationship between ratings of task difficulty and 

driver speed Figure 2 shows an example of reactive control, where a driver reacts late to a new 

task, and compensates drastically with a change in speed. 

 

Figure 2. Motorist Reactive Control Motivating Example 

 

Adapted from Fuller, Mchugh, Pender (2008) 

 

This can be compared to an anticipatory change in control where the driver becomes aware of a 

new task earlier, and is able to compensate with a smaller decrease in speed over a longer period 

of time. This is important for the model specification because it can encompass both the tangible 

and mental affects of more cyclists on a driver. In the more obvious case, drivers react to there 

being a cyclist in the roadway at some time, t, and slow down. In the mental, anticipatory case, 

motorists who frequent any road that is used by cyclists know this ahead of time, and incorporate 

it into their task difficulty as an underlying characteristic of the road environment, likely leading 

to more cautious driving. This can be visualized in Appendix 2. 
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While the two types of control have different speed regulation outcome patterns, the 

underlying mechanism is consistent across both. With this consistency, the TCI model serves as 

the theoretical mechanism behind my analysis. An increase in cyclists over time should cause a 

decrease in aggregate driving speed over time as it increases individuals’ task difficulty of 

navigating any particular roadway. This decrease in aggregate speed should (1) decrease the 

number of collisions as motorists have more time to avoid crashing and (2) decrease the severity 

of crashes. 

One additional model that was considered as a potential mechanism for my analysis was 

the aforementioned hierarchical model consisting of strategic, maneuvering, and operational 

levels of driver decision-making  (Michon, 1985; Molen and Botticher, 1987).  In this model, 

many drivers learning to better perform a task (like passing cyclists), are essentially upgrading 

the task from a maneuvering skill to an operational skill. Over many time periods, this could 

explain a change in speed violations over time. Nonetheless, I found that this explanation was 

less direct in its explanatory value the direct relationship between speed and task difficulty in the 

TCI model. In the end, I decided to only use the TCI model because it requires the least arbitrary 

assumptions about motorists and allows for each driver to have a unique ability and respond 

differently without needing an explanatory variable to describe these differences. 
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Model 

Using the Task-Capability Interface (TCI) framework, I derive a testable model for speed 

violations as it relates to the safety in numbers effect of cyclists. First, I create a formalized 

model based off the Risk Homeostasis to motivate the TCI driven one that I eventually derive: 

 

 Riskiat = f(Capabilityi , Intensityiat , Third Party Riskat , Weatherat)                                (1)       

 

This model serves as a very general version of how a motorist engages with the roads. 

Capabilityi is driver i’s capability, Intensityiat is their driving intensity, Third Party Riskat is a 

combination of factors like traffic, cyclists and pedestrians, and Weatherat is the combination of 

all weather factors at place a and time t.  Narrowing towards a version that fits the Violations and 

Divvy variables I switch to the TCI by making the assumption that Speed is a measure of driver 

intensity and that the partial derivative of speed with respect to risk is negative. 

Adapting directly from the laboratory outcome of the Fuller TCI tests, we formalize that 

each driver i, at location a, chooses their speed at time t such that: 

 

 Speediat  = f (Capabilityi , Task Difficultyiat )                                                                     (2) 

 

Where Capabilityi is the same as in equation (1) and Task Difficultyiat is the difficulty of that 

driver’s task. Task Difficultyiat is dependent upon factors that include the variables Intensityiat , 

Third Party Riskat , and Weatherat . Further: 
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𝜕𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

𝜕𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦
< 0                       &                            

𝜕𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

𝜕𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
> 0 

 

Task Difficultyiat includes all road conditions and driver conditions. It embodies everything from 

driving in the rain, to making a narrow turn to driving while eating a cheeseburger. If we keep 

this in mind and isolate the presence of cyclists from the larger Task Difficultyiat, we can rewrite 

the model as: 

  

Speed iat  = f (Capabilityi , Task Difficultyiat, Bikeiat )                                                        (3) 

 

Where, Bikeiat is the task difficulty that specifically stems from the presence of cyclists at time t 

for driver i at location a. This isolation includes the assumption that Bikes do not make driving 

easier. Formally, prior to isolation: 

 

 
𝜕𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦

𝜕𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑒
> 0 

 

As there does not exist information on driver capability, a direct measure of task 

difficulty outside of a laboratory setting, or data on any real world interactions of this nature, it is 

necessary to transform this function for a natural experiment in the city of Chicago. First, any 

individual driver i will receive a Violation at location a at time t if their speed is greater than the 

speed limit of the camera at location a such that: 

 

Violationiat = f (Speediat, Speed Limit a)                                                                        (4) 
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Substituting equation (3) for Speediat   in equation (4) the equation becomes: 

 

Violationiat = f (Capabilityi, Task Difficultyiat, Bikeiat, Speed Limita)                       (5) 

 

Summing equation (5) over all drivers: 

 

 ∑ (Violationiat) = f (AADTat, Task Difficultyat, Bikeat, Speed Limita)           (6) 

 

I now make several assumption based on the TCI outline: (1) any Task Difficultyiat, for a driver i 

will be a function of road and time characteristics, (2) in summing violations, when AADTat is 

included it is reasonable to drop individual capabilities as a sufficiently large sample will 

produce some arbitrary mean value for each location, a, and (3) Speed Limit a can be grouped 

into Road Characteristicsa. I arrive at a function for the total violations at point a during week t: 

 

∑ (Violationiat) = f (AADTat, Road Characteristics a, Time Characteristics t, Bike at)      (7) 

 

This form now captures the tail end (i.e. over the speed limit) of a distribution of all drivers. 

Using data from speed cameras, ∑ (Violationiat), represents the speeding violations at time t at 

location a, and serves as a proxy for elevated speed at place a at time t. Next, AADTat, or annual 

average daily traffic, is place a’s exposure to motorists for time t. Road Characteristics a 

represents time-invariant, site-specific traits of place a that may affect a drivers task difficulty. 

For example, the availability of street parking would fall into this category. Time Characteristics t 
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is the sum of all time dependent traits that may affect a driver’s task difficulty such as weather. 

Finally, while Bike at is a representation of the presence of cyclists at point a at time t, I do not 

have data on Bike at, so I further isolate Divvy traffic from the total bike traffic such that:  

 

∑ (Violationiat) = f (AADTat, Road Characteristicsa, Time Characteristicst, Divvyat )     (8) 

 

This form will prove testable given the data discussed in the next section. 
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Data 

With this model specification in mind, I found robust data from the city of Chicago data 

portal on Divvy bike usage and Speed Camera Violations. From the Violations data, I 

constructed Violationsat = ∑ (Violationiat). From the Divvy trip log, I create a measure for 

Divvyat. Road Characteristics and Time Characteristics were largely unavailable, so I used a 

combination of creating an observational proprietary dataset and controlling with econometric 

techniques. AADTat was unavailable, however I eventually get around this in the final model.  

Above all, the Violationsat and Divvyat data sets are extremely strong because they 

display variance in both time and location. They were both rolled out over a similar time period 

throughout Chicago, but with independent placement. The two initiatives share no common 

planning or rationale, allowing for the construction of exogenous variables. 

 

The Divvy Bike System as a Proxy for Cycling  

The Divvy system in Chicago, and similar systems across the world, are transportation 

schemes where a private or public organization owns a fleet of shared bicycles available for 

individuals to use on a short-term basis. Users are able to pick up a bike at point A and return it 

at point B within the system. While this type of system has existed in small numbers for decades, 

over the past 15 years their implementation and usage has increased rapidly, with over 800 cities 

globally having systems and many more exploring the opportunity. China has the most cities 

with bikeshare and largest aggregate shared bicycle fleet by a considerable margin, followed by 

Italy and Spain. U.S. cities have been relatively late to adopt (Meddin & DeMaio, 2015). 
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Of these recent adoptions by U.S cities, one of the more successful rollouts has been 

Divvy, which began operation in Chicago in June 2013. Currently, the system has approximately 

580 stations throughout Chicago and approximately 6,000 bicycles. The stations—minimal 

docking structures built on street corners and on other shared urban infrastructure—have been 

introduced over several years, with more planned. Closely related to this has been a larger 

Chicago initiative around cycling, and planned investment in biking infrastructure as cycling 

continues to grow in the city as both a leisure activity and mode of transport (Chicago 

Department of Transportation, 2012). 

Divvy users can buy either a 24-hour pass for $9.95 a day, or an annual membership for 

$99 a year. With either pass, a user can take unlimited rides that last under 30 minutes with 

additional fees incurred for longer rides. Divvy shares a large quantity of its user data on its 

online data portal and there has been much analysis on usage trends. In particular, usage patterns 

in response to weather and demographic factors are well studied and the effects are in line with 

the broader and more analyzed literature surrounding similar bikeshare systems. 

Most systems demonstrate peak rides during commuting hours, and are dependent on good 

weather. Bikeshare users perceive convenience as the key factor in their mode choice (Buck, 

2013), and getting to and from work is a large motivation of many user bases (Fishman, 2013).  

Based on reviews of the bikeshare literature, and analysis of Divvy usage trends, we can 

view the increase in Divvy riders from 2014-2016 as largely additive to the overall pool of 

cyclists on the streets. Serious riders are not likely to use bikeshare as a substitute if they 

previously owned a personal bike, and much of the spike is because of the added convenience for 

commuting and last mile transit.  
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The data is in the form of a trip log with about 9 million entries from July 2014 to the 

present. Each trip has the origin and destination station, date and time, as well as latitude and 

longitude information for the origin and destination. Moreover, it has user demographics that I 

will not be incorporating. 

 

Divvy Variable: Manipulation of Trip Data 

Nonetheless, trip data in its raw form is not entirely useful and this has been a limitation 

in a majority of previous bikeshare research. For example, studying the Capital Bikeshare system 

in Washington D.C. it was shown with panel data that there is causal evidence that a bike 

docking station can reduce congestion in the surrounding area. Furthermore, the study 

demonstrated evidence of a spillover effect where bike dockings stations could push congestion 

into neighboring areas (Hamilton & Wichman, 2015). 

However with the available log of individual trips I sought to create a measure of any 

location’s Divvyat in a more robust form than infrastructure dummies.  In order to do this I first 

tabulated the trips on a weekly basis. Based on the bikeshare literature, this was the clear choice 

to avoid usage trends related to daily weather fluctuations, time of day, and day of the week. 

Importing each weekly set into ArcMap, I created line features from each individual trips 

coordinates. With each trip encoded as a line, I used the line density tool to create a point density 

of Divvy trips for any location within the network. Line density at any point a within the network 

at time t is calculated as: 

 

LDat = Σ(Trip Lengthrt) / kπr2 
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 where r represents a circle of radius r with point a at the center. Trip Lengthrt is the portion of 

the length of any trip that occurred during week t, that falls within this circle of radius r. k is a 

constant scalar that transforms the Line Density outputs to a useable number. LDat is measured in 

ft/ft2/week. A visual representation of this is found in Figure 3. For each trip, 1, 2 or 3, the 

portion of the overall length within the search radius is captured. The result is that trips passing 

closest to the point (trip 2) will have a much greater effect on LDat than trips that are farther 

away (3). 

 

Figure 3: Line Density 

 

 

With the line density tool, the key specification was the search radius (r) of each 

individual point. To remain consistent with other variables and the TCI framework, I used a 

search radius of 500 feet. I consider this a reasonable distance that a driver might be expected to 

be at least marginally aware of his surroundings. Nonetheless, with the line density tool, cyclists 

closer to the center are considered more heavily because of the geometry of the ft/ft2 unit 

convention, mirroring the actual importance of the stimulus to a theoretical driver. 
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This allowed me to create a Divvy heatmap (see right side of figure 3) from which I 

could extract a Divvyat value at each speed camera point for each week of data. 

 

Figure 4. Divvy Vector and Line Density output for the first Week of October 2015 

 

 

Nonetheless, it is important to note that while every trip has origin and destination 

coordinates, the exact path any individual cyclist takes is unknown. This is not, however, a major 

limitation because of the thirty minute limit, which forces users to check in frequently, breaking 

up what would be longer trips. Moreover, with the size of the trip data set, the nature of the grid-

like Chicago streets, and the specifications of the heat map, small individual route idiosyncrasies 

should not create an insurmountable level of noise on such a large aggregate. 
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Violations: City of Chicago Speed Cameras 

Starting in August 2013, the City of Chicago began using automated speed cameras as 

part of the Children’s Safety Zone Program. Each safety zone is an area extending 1/8th mile in 

each direction around a school or park. At certain road points within these zones, enhanced 

signage and automated cameras identify and allow the city to ticket motorists exceeding the 

speed limit during normal school or park hours. According to the program website, “camera 

locations are chosen based on available data regarding traffic, speeding, and crashes.  The City 

has established six geographical regions wherein no fewer than 10% of speed enforcement 

cameras will be located in each region.” Furthermore, locations are capped at 20% of the 1500 

zones (City of Chicago, 2013). This is good for this analysis. As schools and parks are pretty 

much everywhere, the cameras are well distributed throughout the city, covering a wide range of 

neighborhood type and street design.  Moreover, it is important to point out that based on the city 

guidelines, they should not be meant to target any individual group with their placement or 

promote an outside agenda. 

Enforcement hours are 7 am to 7pm Monday through Friday for school zones, and 

typically 6am to 11pm daily for park zones.  

The dataset consists of the latitude and longitude of each camera, the date the camera 

became active, the street address and the total number of infractions for each day the camera is 

active. Because the data does not have the times of individual infractions, the cameras don’t all 

operate daily, and there are likely patterns for different days of the week, I tabulate the 

infractions on the basis of a weekly total for each location.  

The final consideration with this data was the merging of speed cameras that operated for 

the same street but in an opposite direction. Because many of the cameras were directly across 
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the street from each other, I combined these points. In such cases, the physical environment, and 

cyclist density are not differentiable without specific GPS data that could pinpoint cyclists’ 

paths. Moreover, in terms of the driver behavioral model, both cameras would have almost 

identical stimuli for respective drivers vision and task load formulation.  

 

Data Cleaning 

Within the data, there were instances where it is clear with high certainty that a decrease in 

Violations was not because of a change in an independent variable, but because the camera was 

not functioning for all or part of the time period. This includes such abnormalities as school 

vacations, park closures, lane closures and construction. I removed these data points with the 

following three rules. First, if for any week t, camera a exhibited 0 violations, that observation 

was removed. Second, if for any week t, camera a exhibited violations less than the nonzero 

median for camera a, that observation was removed. Finally, if the violation average of a 

cameras operating weeks was below 25, that camera was removed. A detailed list of these rules 

and the points removed can be found in Appendix 3.  

 

Speed Camera Streetscape: Proprietary Dataset 

Despite the robust data for Violations and Divvy trips published by the city of Chicago, 

given the framework of the TCI model it is important to incorporate variables representing the 

physical environment into the analysis. For each of the 108 merged speed camera locations, I 

used Google street view to create a proprietary dataset composed of variables for different 

factors answering the core question of this motorist behavior framework: what can a driver see in 
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front of them and what stimuli will cause them to slow down? A list of these variables can be 

found in Appendix 4. 

 

Summary Statistics 

Table 1: General  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weeks 130

Cameras 108

Total Violations 2.89 Million

Divvy Stations 581

Bikes in Service about 6,000
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Table 2: Streetscape Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Streetscape Summary

Lanes: 2 3 4 5 6

Frequency 38.41% 2.31% 52.43% 1.26% 5.59%

Intersection: Controlled Uncontrolled Neither

Frequency 12.88% 24.63% 62.49%

Dummy Variables

Yes No

Divvy Station within 500ft 12% 88%

Street Parking 58% 42%

Bike Lane 15% 85%

Pedestrian Crossing 29% 71%

Visible Land Use

Industrial 8% 92%

Office 11% 89%

Retail 30% 70%

Park 53% 47%

School 19% 81%

Vacant 4% 96%

Parking Lot 13% 87%

Residential 43% 57%
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Figure 5: Mean Violations and Divvy per Camera over Time 
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Analysis 

Initial Regression 

The first analysis I ran was a Random Effects Negative Binomial model. This was chosen for 

several reasons. First, the data necessitates a negative binomial form because only count data was 

available for the dependent variable, Violationsat. Second, I wanted to include the time invariant 

dummies describing the speed cameras locations, so the panel data could not be analyzed with a 

fixed effects model. Furthermore, because each week has a large effect encapsulating time 

variant conditions like weather and holidays that affect all locations, I included time dummies in 

the model. This captures the Time Characteristicsat which would not have been possible to model 

using only available data. Weather of course is observable and accurately recorded, however, 

characterizing weather weekly is neither accurate nor productive because of daily and even 

hourly fluctuations and discrepancies at different points across the city. 

 The first clear pattern (see appendix 6) is that almost every week has a statistically 

significant negative effect on Violations. In fact, of the 129 weekly dummies, 125 had such an 

effect at a P < 0.001. This is a product of the trends already known from the summary statistics; 

violations generally decrease over time. This is likely because motorists who use similar routes 

repeatedly become savvy to the locations and parameters of the cameras and learn to avoid them 

without altering the rest of their driving patterns. 

Next, the regression finds that the Divvy coefficient had a positive but insignificant 

value, the opposite effect I hypothesized. This is possibly because in this particular specification 

Divvyat is being picked up as a surrogate for traffic counts; cyclists and drivers are often attracted 

to the same roads and same conditions. This trend is quite apparent in Figure 5.  
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From the time invariant dummies I interpret the largely negative and very significant 

results as not very telling of the actual underlying motorist response. For example, it is 

inconsistent with the theoretical model that both retail and vacant lots adjacent to the roadway 

would have strong negative effects on violations at a highly significant level. Intuitively, it seems 

that the general negative trend in violations is being incorrectly picked up by several of the 

dummies. The notable examples that provide slight evidence to the contrary are the protected and 

not protected intersection dummies. Both have statistically significant and positive effects on 

violations. While it is possible that these help to confirm the hypothesis and increase speed 

because they decrease the task difficultly of driving, it is also possible that they are just picking 

up drivers that are trying to “beat” a yellow light.  

Nonetheless, the key shortcoming of this analysis is that the AADTat (exposure variable) 

was unavailable with the camera dataset, which makes the negative binomial model less useful 

than it would be with complete data.  

 

52-Week Difference Analysis 

To create a more accurate model I constructed new variables that could be incorporated 

in a yearly difference in difference analysis for equivalent weeks across a year-long (but not 

necessarily calendar year) period. These are, %Change Violationsat, %Change Divvyat, and 

%Change Controlt. For each, %Change(X) = (Xt/Xt-52) -1 where X is Violations, Divvy, or 

Control, respectively. Control was constructed as a subset of observations where the %Change 

Divvy was missing and Divvyat = 0. Essentially, this variable measures the change in Violations 

anywhere that Divvy is completely negligible. Simply, it should serve the same purpose as a 

traditional control in a Difference in Difference analysis, with Divvy as the treatment. 
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Table 3: Summary Statistics for Violations and Divvy Related Variables 

 

 

The last independent variable in this specification is a time variant version of the dummy 

that measures if there is a Divvy dock within a 500 foot radius of the speed camera. To construct 

this I used ArcMap to identify which stations were within 500 feet of a speed camera, and then 

cross referenced with the trips log to check when the station was first in use. Station Opened500 = 

1 if a station was opened during the 52 week period being measured by the other 3 variables.  

The construction of these variables decreased the total number of observations and 

created many missing values. As the new dependent variable, anything with a missing value for 

%Change Violations was removed. Further, the new model is of the form where it only regresses 

for observations where %Change Divvy exists, and incorporates the rest as part of the control as 

previously described. The form becomes: 

 

% Change Violations = βDivvy*(% Change Divvy) + βStationOpened*(Station Opened500) 

 + βControl*(% Change Violations at Control) + εit 

 

Variable Mean Std. Dev Min Max 25% 75% n

Violations

Violations(at) 284 296 11 2,403 89 377 10,190

%Change Violations(at) -6.3% 0.45 -89.5% 336.0% -35.8% 12.4% 5,363

Divvy

Divvy(at) 0.0611 0.2798 0 3.9075 0 0.0046 10,190

Divvy(at) (Nonzero) 0.2195 0.4962 0.0003 3.9075 0.0124 0.174 2,840

%Change Divvy(at) 135% 5.29 -100% 8956% -23% 91% 1,227
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This ultimate analysis was designed two compensate for the previous model’s 

shortcomings in two key ways. First, I make the assumption that AADTat is constant for any 

single location during the same week in 2014, 2015, and 2016. Formally, AADTat = AADTat-52 

for any a. I could not find evidence that Chicago drivers drastically changed their habits on a 

street-by-street level in this time. Second, I used this method to control for the seasonal and 

calendar driven climate and traffic differences that bogged down the first model. Essentially, I 

assume that both the weather and driver behavior are largely the same during any pair t, t-52. 

While this cannot perfectly capture every event (such as a parade that is scheduled inconsistently 

from year to year) it is a strong tool to capture the biggest drivers of change in both vehicle and 

cyclist traffic. 

 

Table 4: Regression Table for 52-Week Difference Analysis 

 

 

Viewing the regression results (Table 4), the first and most important thing to note is that 

the coefficient for %Change Divvy is -0.0059 and statistically significant at a 95% confidence 

                                                                              

    PC_CNTRL      .846596   .0959329     8.82   0.000     .6583848    1.034807

     S_500_T     .1747533   .4918196     0.36   0.722    -.7901496    1.139656

        PC_D    -.0059176   .0025875    -2.29   0.022     -.010994   -.0008413

                                                                              

        PC_V        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    317.254475     1,227  .258561104   Root MSE        =    .49165

                                                   Adj R-squared   =    0.0651

    Residual    295.870315     1,224  .241724113   R-squared       =    0.0674

       Model    21.3841605         3  7.12805349   Prob > F        =    0.0000

                                                   F(3, 1224)      =     29.49

      Source         SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =     1,227

. regress PC_V PC_D S_500_T PC_CNTRL, noconstant
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level. This serves as initial evidence for my hypothesis, as a positive change in cycling 

corresponds to a negative change in speeding violations.  

StationOpened500 has a positive coefficient, but not at a significant level. This is the 

opposite of the expected effect and possibly because in converting this variable from a time 

invariant dummy to a time variant one, most of the observations were lost. I discuss this further 

in the next section of analysis.  

Continuing through the variables, as expected, the coefficient on %Change Control is 

large, positive and significant. This confirms that most of the variance in violations is because of 

time variant conditions across all of Chicago such as time of the year and weather and not due to 

location dependent traits. 

Of further note is the low adjusted R2 value of 0.0651. While this regression does not 

explain as much of the variation in the dependent value as I wanted, the low range was 

anticipated and is explained by the nature of our specification. No matter what variables found to 

be significant in this type of regression, more of the variance will be accounted for by noise. The 

violation count of each individual camera has a large amount of idiosyncratic movement. For 

each, there will always be an uncountable number of events such as a vehicle accident that slows 

traffic for a few hours, which will not be picked up by any data source.  

The final consideration I make with this specification is with the error terms. In the above 

model, I make the standard assumption that εit is I.I.D. However, given the data, this is likely not 

the case. For each observation, there is both an associated camera and week pegged to the 

observation. It is likely that the error terms are correlated across at least one, or possibly both of 

these dimensions. Table 5 displays the adjusted P> |t| values for the same regression with (1) 

errors clustered by camera (2) errors clustered by week and (3) errors clustered by both 
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dimensions. Coefficients remain the same as in table 4 because these procedures only alter the 

calculation of standard errors.  

 

Table 5: P> |t| Values Grouped by Error Method Used 

 

 

The table demonstrates three separate but reasonable possibilities for the nature of the 

error term correlation. The full Stata outputs can be found in appendices 7-9. In case (1), the 

error term takes form as εit = ui + eit where ui is the component of the error term that captures the 

camera level, and is not I.I.D within a group of observations that come from the same camera. 

Case (2) is of the same structure, but models for correlation for different cameras over the same 

time period. Case (3) allows for correlation among different stations in the same week, as well as 

for an individual station over time. I find this to be the quite reasonable on an intuitive level. In a 

complex and dynamic city system it is quite possible for both an intra-camera shock, like nearby 

road construction, and an intra-time shock, like a city wide event, to concurrently effect the 

dependent variable in the model. 

Still, modeling with any of these adjustments maintains the significance of the coefficient 

of %Change Divvy at a 95% confidence level. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to 

determine the best approach for this data, because all tests still have a significant coefficient for 

the Divvy variable, it provides further evidence towards my hypothesis. 

Standard OLS

Variable (1) By Camera (2) By Week (3) 2-Way

%Change Divvy 0.022 0.043 0.003 0.045

Station Opened500 0.722 0.000 0.000 0.000

%Change Control 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Clustered Standard Errors
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The one other trend worth pointing out is that all three of the standard error clustering 

adjustments changed the p<|t| value for the coefficient for Station Opened500 significantly. I do 

not attach much explanatory value to this as the sample size for this variable is quite small and 

on further investigation the results may be falsely conflated with characteristics of the specific 

subset of stations opened during my analysis period. Of the 13 initial stations captured in the 

time invariant dummy Station500, only 5 were also captured by the time variant transformation, 

Station Opened500, because most of the stations that close to a camera were opened before the 

data began. The 5 camera-station pairs captured are likely picking up some confounding variable 

based on a time or location characteristic. More specifically, I believe the area that the Divvy 

system expanded to in 2014 has inherent characteristics that are picked up by this coefficient. 

Further analysis incorporating multiple search radiuses for Divvy infrastructure and their effect 

on driver behavior could prove very interesting, but is most likely not possible for this data set as 

their does not exist enough overlap of the Divvy infrastructure and camera introduction rollouts 

on such a close geographic basis. 

 

Divvy Coefficient 

Even with the low adjusted R2 of the results, the statistically significant negative 

coefficient on %Change of Divvy has important implications. These exist both in terms of theory 

and practical application. In the theoretical camp this provides an interesting result for further 

research on the underlying mechanism(s) of the safety in numbers effect and road safety in 

general. Practically, this can have implications in policy choices for politicians, city planners, 

and civil engineers.  For example, this coefficient implies that an increase in cycling could have a 
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small but meaningful effect when deciding on legislation for bikeshare, shared roadways laws 

and the planning of bike lanes.  

 

Table 6: Hypothetical Expected Effect of Divvy for a Generic Week and Camera 

 

Note: (1) Uses βdivvy = -0.0059 (2) -6.97% is the mean %change in violations for all control observations  

(3) Table calculated for generic t52 – t0, holding Station Opened500 and %Change Violations at Control 

constant 

 

For example, table 6 demonstrates several key takeaways for a generic pair of weeks, t52 

and t0 at an arbitrary camera location. Holding the rest of the model constant, the marginal effect 

of several reasonable increases in the Divvy variable can be extrapolated. First, the model 

demonstrates that the median percent change in Divvy has a nearly negligible effect on any given 

location’s violation count. This however is not the most indicative level of change to use. 

Throughout the system, there are many locations where Divvy presence decreases drastically 

because of idiosyncratic trips and one off events year to year. Further, the negative Divvy 

changes are inherently skewed towards observations with a lower absolute value of Divvy as 

they are more likely to be caused by non-recurring conditions. Areas with a consistent and strong 

% Change Divvy % Change Violations Note:

0% -6.97% Control

13% -7.05% Median %Change Divvy

71% -7.39% Median Postive %Change Divvy

255% -8.48%
Jump from 1st to 3rd Quartile of 

Absolute Divvyness

355% -9.07% 90th Percentile %Change Divvy
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draw for cyclists (such as public transport or bike lanes) will generally have small percentage 

decreases if ridership fails while areas that are captured due to just a few rides will be picked up 

as the drastic negative changes that skew the overall median. 

With this in mind, I contend that the 71% and 255% levels are more noteworthy in 

interpreting the magnitude of the regression coefficient. The first is simply the median of the 

positive percent changes in Divvy from all observations. The second is the percent change in 

Divvy that would occur if any place jumped from the 1st to 3rd quartile of absolute Divvy traffic 

over the course of a year. Both of these are reasonable, and fall well below the 90th percentile 

percent change in Divvy value which may indicate the start of an outlier range. Moreover, the 

range around these percentages will be most indicative of what a city planner might expect from 

a cognizant effort to increase cycling at a location that already has a fair presence of cyclists as 

opposed to outliers on both extremes that were produced by locations with lower absolute cyclist 

densities. 

 At the median positive percent change in Divvy, a 71% increase in bike traffic results in 

an additional 0.42% decrease in violations. At the 255% increase level produced by an 

interquartile jump, it results in an additional 1.5% decrease in violations from the average control 

level. Although this is a small change, in context it is much more substantial. First, on the cyclist 

side, it is important to note that a 71% increase is not that substantial when considered on a 

system basis. For any given spot in the city, it could result from a redistribution instead of an 

absolute increase in bikes. For example, a well-executed bike route could hypothetically 

accomplish this. Second, the range of increases is a reasonable goal when we consider the 

density metric, and the related summary statistics. Because the Divvy network expanded rapidly 

and to areas where there wasn’t already a large density of cyclists, there will exist many 
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locations where a several hundred percent increase occurs. The 90th percentile percent change 

benchmark demonstrates this, although for analysis I stick to the more conservative range 

discussed above. 

Interpreting these marginal decreases on the violations side, it is important to remember 

the magnitude of violation counts in the data. At many locations, an additional 1.5% decrease in 

violations could correspond to 15-20 less speeding violations a week. For each of these 

reductions in driving intensity, the risk to an unprotected road user may be decreased. 

Finally, I believe that the implications of this coefficient are much more interesting 

outside of just the Chicago context. As a city, Chicago is not the most dense or prone to cycling 

as a dominant mode of transportation. In a different city with different demographics, the post 

rollout increases in bike density could be much higher and more significant.  
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Conclusion  

 In this analysis, I find that there is a statistically significant negative effect of elevated 

cycling on speed violations in Chicago. This serves as initial evidence that cyclists can cause a 

decrease in motorist speed, and more generally shows that cyclists can cause a change in 

motorist behavior. As decreased speed allows motorists to more easily avoid collisions, and 

reduces the severity of the vehicle-unprotected user collisions that still occur, my results show 

preliminary evidence for a possible mechanism behind the safety in numbers effect. 

With speeding as a proxy for driving intensity, the results have implications not just to 

the theoretical application of the safety in numbers effect, but towards the mission of creating 

safer roadways for all users. In aggregate, small decreases in driver speed can not only have a 

large impact on collision avoidance by drivers, but on collision outcome for unprotected road 

users. In fact, this is particularly meaningful for the City of Chicago. In tables 7 and 8 we can see 

that the severity of vehicle pedestrian collisions greatly increases around the standard posted 

limits of Chicago roads: 20mph in school zones, and 30mph otherwise. 

 

Table  7: Risk of Severe Injury to Pedestrians 

         Source: Tefft (2013) 

Table 8: Risk of Death to Pedestrians 

 

               Source: Groeger (2016) 
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Although these tables refer to vehicle-pedestrian statistics, it has been shown that the risk 

functions to cyclists in similar studies are nearly identical (Nie et al., 2013). Both tables make it 

clear that the risk to unprotected road users increases greatly around 30mph. Most notably, we 

see that between 30mph and 40mph the risk of death more than doubles. An additional study of 

other datasets actually concludes that the increase in risk from 30mph to 40mph is even higher—

growing by a multiple of between 3.5 and 5.5 over the range (Richards, 2010). With either 

multiple, the results are staggering. The returns to speed reductions from above 30mph should be 

a main focus in keeping mixed use urban thoroughfares safe. City planners and civil engineers 

should focus on policy and research that achieves this goal. This could manifest either as an 

overall increase in cycling through large initiatives like bikeshare, or through types of policies 

and infrastructure investments that group cyclists together such as bike lanes. 

Above all, this initial evidence provides a great range of future research opportunities. 

First and foremost, this coefficient can be tested for in more of the several hundred cities across 

the world that have introduced bikeshare. At the cutting edge, the rollout of GPS tracking of 

bikeshare equipment and the ability to analyze such data over the next few years will provide the 

opportunity to refine my methods on almost every level. As the actual routes cyclists take 

become useable as inputs, much of the noise will be erased. Hopefully, this will be just the 

beginning of using city bikeshare data to test for the mechanisms behind driver psychology, and 

more research will help improve road safety for all users. 
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Appendix  

1. Homeostatic model relating accident rate to driver behavior (Wilde, 1982) 

 

2. The task-capability interface model (Fuller, 2005) 
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3. Detailed rule list for removal of erroneous data points 

Weekly: 

1. Vat = 0  

 Weeks in which 0 violations are recorded are not captured in the %change variable  

 These are attributable to regular camera maintenance, school vacations, and park 

construction 

2. Vat < ½ M0
a where M0

a is the nonzero median for camera a 

 Although less clear, it is more likely than not that a value this low is due to 

circumstance than not 

 Such instances could include the camera being closed for a few days of the week, 

traffic altering construction and lane closures 

 

By Camera: 

3. average(Vat) < 25 for all t 

 Below 25 violations yields too much noise to analyze empirically 

 This resulted in the removal of stations: 34, 48, 59, 60, 69, 80, 84, 107, 108 or  

9/106 = 8.5% of combined locations 
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4. List of Location Time Invariant Dummies 

a) Lanes Covered: the total number of lanes tracked by speed cameras at the junction. 

b) Total lanes: the total number of lanes at the junction, both speed camera enforced and 

not. 

c) Street Parking Dummy: 1 = street parking allowed, 0 = not. 

d) Controlled intersection in sight dummy 

e) Non-Controlled intersection in sight dummy 

f) Pedestrian crosswalk in sight dummy 

g) Bike Lane Dummy 

h) Land Use Dummies: Residential, Retail, Offices, Industrial, Park, School, Parking, 

Vacant 
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5. Summary Statistics: Violations and Divvy by Camera and Week 

 

Violations & Divvy by Camera Violations & Divvy by Week and Time of Year

Camera: mean std. dev mean std. dev Week: Month: mean std. dev mean std. dev

1 837 168 0.000 0.000 1 J-14 446 356 0.070 0.399

2 263 66 0.000 0.000 2 J-14 441 380 0.116 0.514

3 96 59 0.000 0.001 3 J-14 445 391 0.110 0.466

4 479 103 0.001 0.003 4 J-14 427 390 0.123 0.505

5 136 24 0.000 0.001 5 A-14 458 379 0.087 0.434

6 382 67 0.001 0.003 6 A-14 434 373 0.085 0.423

7 411 73 0.024 0.028 7 A-14 368 295 0.067 0.303

8 119 23 0.011 0.014 8 A-14 405 351 0.064 0.319

9 330 88 0.009 0.010 9 A-14 350 301 0.124 0.502

10 750 161 0.000 0.000 10 S-14 325 276 0.101 0.382

11 121 32 0.000 0.000 11 S-14 358 282 0.102 0.412

12 443 125 0.008 0.012 12 S-14 374 287 0.112 0.433

13 906 169 0.004 0.007 13 S-14 330 263 0.084 0.321

14 145 50 0.000 0.000 14 O-14 325 268 0.087 0.343

15 324 104 0.000 0.002 15 O-14 269 265 0.066 0.254

16 154 42 0.014 0.016 16 O-14 319 284 0.080 0.311

17 296 143 0.026 0.027 17 O-14 297 273 0.069 0.285

18 354 143 0.037 0.043 18 N-14 292 316 0.056 0.235

19 562 275 0.043 0.025 19 N-14 276 297 0.037 0.162

20 466 239 0.000 0.000 20 N-14 289 293 0.024 0.105

21 124 62 0.000 0.000 21 N-14 324 347 0.009 0.032

22 178 61 0.991 0.561 22 N-14 282 285 0.029 0.128

23 139 29 0.000 0.000 23 D-14 242 243 0.028 0.123

24 215 51 0.000 0.000 24 D-14 263 251 0.028 0.122

25 259 158 0.000 0.000 25 D-14 404 376 0.010 0.051

26 82 44 0.000 0.000 26 D-14 400 379 0.007 0.028

27 299 204 0.000 0.000 27 J-15 207 214 0.010 0.035

28 1106 183 0.000 0.000 28 J-15 222 204 0.014 0.063

29 107 40 0.000 0.000 29 J-15 225 230 0.025 0.109

30 108 30 0.000 0.000 30 J-15 253 249 0.018 0.090

31 264 110 0.000 0.000 31 F-15 188 190 0.023 0.059

32 331 96 0.012 0.013 32 F-15 230 235 0.013 0.064

33 272 83 0.089 0.079 33 F-15 238 251 0.011 0.045

35 76 24 0.001 0.002 34 F-15 222 230 0.010 0.042

36 489 137 0.000 0.000 35 M-15 243 248 0.016 0.071

37 105 43 0.000 0.000 36 M-15 272 261 0.042 0.176

38 58 35 0.000 0.000 37 M-15 292 268 0.045 0.191

39 146 78 0.000 0.000 38 M-15 254 253 0.017 0.072

40 274 106 0.000 0.000 39 M-15 269 274 0.032 0.135

41 79 40 0.000 0.000 40 A-15 375 349 0.023 0.096

42 239 65 0.000 0.000 41 A-15 282 268 0.067 0.274

Violations Divvy Violations Divvy
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Violations & Divvy by Camera Violations & Divvy by Week and Time of Year

Camera: mean std. dev mean std. dev Week: Month: mean std. dev mean std. dev

43 126 30 0.000 0.000 42 A-15 275 257 0.037 0.164

44 189 140 0.000 0.000 43 A-15 327 313 0.065 0.265

45 129 103 0.000 0.000 44 M-15 304 294 0.064 0.240

46 179 124 0.159 0.132 45 M-15 310 306 0.064 0.233

47 354 148 0.081 0.059 46 M-15 318 330 0.090 0.340

49 917 190 0.039 0.043 47 M-15 268 289 0.081 0.304

50 363 88 0.000 0.000 48 M-15 301 318 0.089 0.317

51 32 12 0.000 0.000 49 J-15 298 307 0.093 0.343

52 52 24 0.002 0.005 50 J-15 299 316 0.082 0.291

53 51 27 0.042 0.051 51 J-15 377 408 0.087 0.397

54 115 29 0.171 0.109 52 J-15 378 388 0.090 0.488

55 394 82 0.152 0.102 53 J-15 372 381 0.116 0.502

56 231 75 0.026 0.032 54 J-15 368 363 0.111 0.485

58 610 138 0.228 0.132 55 J-15 375 377 0.140 0.592

61 228 76 0.000 0.000 56 J-15 364 391 0.143 0.614

62 103 26 0.003 0.004 57 A-15 369 399 0.149 0.606

63 252 63 0.000 0.000 58 A-15 384 417 0.093 0.420

64 38 9 0.000 0.000 59 A-15 380 400 0.083 0.391

65 40 18 0.000 0.000 60 A-15 341 349 0.069 0.319

66 29 16 0.000 0.000 61 A-15 361 380 0.075 0.346

67 373 227 0.001 0.003 62 S-15 259 289 0.102 0.363

68 113 58 0.000 0.001 63 S-15 305 303 0.100 0.390

70 191 85 0.244 0.154 64 S-15 327 333 0.112 0.421

71 114 67 0.000 0.000 65 S-15 299 298 0.087 0.296

72 272 64 0.000 0.000 66 O-15 304 310 0.092 0.339

73 48 21 0.066 0.036 67 O-15 296 326 0.089 0.323

74 73 21 0.000 0.001 68 O-15 275 291 0.081 0.275

75 801 405 0.000 0.000 69 O-15 241 260 0.056 0.189

76 729 229 0.000 0.000 70 N-15 265 289 0.078 0.270

77 119 37 0.003 0.005 71 N-15 253 293 0.059 0.199

78 78 25 0.011 0.019 72 N-15 206 225 0.028 0.115

79 269 63 1.602 1.053 73 N-15 295 287 0.014 0.055

81 326 134 0.206 0.183 74 N-15 222 248 0.022 0.069

82 47 23 0.236 0.138 75 D-15 225 253 0.044 0.154

86 31 15 1.511 0.812 76 D-15 213 235 0.026 0.088

87 81 27 0.030 0.028 77 D-15 333 309 0.012 0.050

88 41 21 0.000 0.000 78 D-15 272 260 0.006 0.025

89 119 81 0.001 0.002 79 J-16 190 208 0.020 0.076

90 82 21 0.000 0.000 80 J-16 200 221 0.014 0.058

91 246 85 0.000 0.000 81 J-16 231 265 0.008 0.032

92 242 82 0.010 0.010 82 J-16 217 250 0.025 0.093

93 450 84 0.005 0.006 83 J-16 197 226 0.026 0.091

94 119 48 0.000 0.000 84 F-16 232 266 0.019 0.060

95 422 140 0.002 0.003 85 F-16 211 235 0.024 0.096

96 541 137 0.000 0.000 86 F-16 218 212 0.029 0.103

97 127 51 0.001 0.002 87 F-16 216 225 0.020 0.070

98 1627 347 0.000 0.000 88 M-16 239 261 0.044 0.148

99 33 13 0.000 0.000 89 M-16 241 268 0.033 0.114

100 93 26 0.000 0.000 90 M-16 260 295 0.028 0.116

101 55 10 0.000 0.001 91 M-16 265 287 0.033 0.125

102 160 47 0.000 0.000 92 A-16 251 282 0.032 0.119

103 214 44 0.000 0.000 93 A-16 266 293 0.059 0.203

104 153 46 0.000 0.000 94 A-16 358 344 0.071 0.267

Violations Divvy Violations Divvy
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Violations & Divvy by Camera Violations & Divvy by Week and Time of Year

Camera: mean std. dev mean std. dev Week: Month: mean std. dev mean std. dev

105 225 117 0.000 0.001 95 A-16 241 254 0.062 0.219

106 49 45 0.000 0.000 96 M-16 265 283 0.052 0.177

109 457 108 0.000 0.000 97 M-16 240 265 0.063 0.225

110 54 17 0.000 0.000 98 M-16 263 289 0.088 0.307

111 101 61 0.336 0.259 99 M-16 255 282 0.065 0.222

100 M-16 247 292 0.124 0.438

101 J-16 265 302 0.105 0.376

102 J-16 264 299 0.121 0.469

103 J-16 287 327 0.085 0.439

104 J-16 353 368 0.088 0.430

105 J-16 347 361 0.084 0.432

106 J-16 327 327 0.080 0.384

107 J-16 330 319 0.063 0.297

108 J-16 343 321 0.068 0.320

109 J-16 342 348 0.074 0.365

110 A-16 340 343 0.076 0.327

111 A-16 335 325 0.078 0.325

112 A-16 311 316 0.074 0.309

113 A-16 298 314 0.077 0.292

114 S-16 238 278 0.083 0.294

115 S-16 263 278 0.123 0.409

116 S-16 248 262 0.121 0.391

117 S-16 226 246 0.083 0.270

118 O-16 225 249 0.093 0.313

119 O-16 238 260 0.091 0.332

120 O-16 245 264 0.084 0.288

121 O-16 237 264 0.058 0.194

122 O-16 245 277 0.076 0.243

123 N-16 256 284 0.077 0.270

124 N-16 244 265 0.057 0.190

125 N-16 363 343 0.017 0.054

126 N-16 231 255 0.029 0.096

127 D-16 218 214 0.021 0.064

128 D-16 188 184 0.012 0.036

129 D-16 201 209 0.006 0.018

130 D-16 343 296 0.005 0.013

Divvy Violations DivvyViolations
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6. Random Effect Negative Binomial Regression with Time Fixed Effects 

 

Likelihood-ratio test vs. pooled: chibar2(01) =  1.9e+04 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

                                                                              

           s     16.33597   2.528005                      12.06204    22.12427

           r     1.557199   .2055916                      1.202162     2.01709

                                                                              

       /ln_s     2.793369   .1547509                      2.490063    3.096675

       /ln_r     .4428888   .1320265                      .1841216    .7016561

                                                                              

       _cons     3.825577   .0908724    42.10   0.000      3.64747    4.003683

              

        130       -.39198   .0445042    -8.81   0.000    -.4792066   -.3047534

        129     -.7889666   .0467857   -16.86   0.000    -.8806649   -.6972683

        128     -.8519721   .0494983   -17.21   0.000     -.948987   -.7549573

        127     -.6761442   .0436408   -15.49   0.000    -.7616787   -.5906098

        126     -.6361672   .0437941   -14.53   0.000     -.722002   -.5503324

        125      -.362031   .0441137    -8.21   0.000    -.4484924   -.2755697

        124     -.5379698   .0413566   -13.01   0.000    -.6190273   -.4569122

        123     -.5723412   .0434272   -13.18   0.000    -.6574569   -.4872254

        122     -.6225757   .0433232   -14.37   0.000    -.7074876   -.5376637

        121     -.6114817   .0425228   -14.38   0.000    -.6948249   -.5281384

        120     -.5374325   .0416285   -12.91   0.000    -.6190229   -.4558422

        119     -.6100188   .0430546   -14.17   0.000    -.6944042   -.5256333

        118     -.6194398   .0428966   -14.44   0.000    -.7035156    -.535364

        117     -.6332233   .0433314   -14.61   0.000    -.7181513   -.5482953

        116     -.5202706   .0424121   -12.27   0.000    -.6033969   -.4371443

        115     -.4567416    .041298   -11.06   0.000    -.5376842    -.375799

        114     -.5718977   .0418847   -13.65   0.000    -.6539902   -.4898053

        113     -.5106604   .0451672   -11.31   0.000    -.5991864   -.4221343

        112     -.4492401   .0447372   -10.04   0.000    -.5369235   -.3615567

        111     -.4755376   .0461327   -10.31   0.000    -.5659561   -.3851192

        110     -.4378543   .0458569    -9.55   0.000    -.5277322   -.3479765

        109     -.3735941   .0436394    -8.56   0.000    -.4591257   -.2880624

        108     -.4064624   .0440398    -9.23   0.000    -.4927789   -.3201458

        107     -.3886174   .0432095    -8.99   0.000    -.4733064   -.3039284

        106     -.3949822   .0428934    -9.21   0.000    -.4790518   -.3109127

        105     -.3734496   .0433873    -8.61   0.000    -.4584872    -.288412

        104       -.43916   .0447765    -9.81   0.000    -.5269204   -.3513995

        103     -.5017414   .0437992   -11.46   0.000    -.5875861   -.4158966

        102     -.4972391   .0414454   -12.00   0.000    -.5784705   -.4160077

        101     -.4624634   .0413007   -11.20   0.000    -.5434113   -.3815156

        100     -.5435446   .0419913   -12.94   0.000    -.6258461   -.4612432

         99     -.5207069   .0414038   -12.58   0.000    -.6018568    -.439557

         98     -.4710936   .0404622   -11.64   0.000     -.550398   -.3917892

         97     -.5369706   .0412776   -13.01   0.000    -.6178733    -.456068

         96     -.4372849   .0404015   -10.82   0.000    -.5164703   -.3580995

         95     -.5284936   .0413852   -12.77   0.000    -.6096071   -.4473801

         94     -.3550878   .0433782    -8.19   0.000    -.4401074   -.2700681

         93     -.4932586   .0410841   -12.01   0.000    -.5737819   -.4127352

         92     -.5837502   .0426165   -13.70   0.000     -.667277   -.5002234

         91     -.4902218   .0418548   -11.71   0.000    -.5722557    -.408188

         90     -.5283281   .0424574   -12.44   0.000    -.6115432   -.4451131

         89     -.5244631   .0414901   -12.64   0.000    -.6057822   -.4431441

         88     -.5764855   .0416223   -13.85   0.000    -.6580637   -.4949073

         87     -.6633817   .0429499   -15.45   0.000    -.7475618   -.5792015

         86     -.5947433   .0418667   -14.21   0.000    -.6768005   -.5126861

         85     -.6972453   .0435676   -16.00   0.000    -.7826362   -.6118543

         84     -.5703686   .0422036   -13.51   0.000    -.6530862    -.487651

         83     -.7282561   .0442509   -16.46   0.000    -.8149862   -.6415259

         82     -.6408405    .042612   -15.04   0.000    -.7243585   -.5573225

         81     -.6431036   .0430941   -14.92   0.000    -.7275664   -.5586408

         80     -.7405849   .0443276   -16.71   0.000    -.8274655   -.6537044

         79     -.7348313   .0439177   -16.73   0.000    -.8209084   -.6487541

         78     -.6136957   .0479024   -12.81   0.000    -.7075827   -.5198086

         77     -.4294536    .045379    -9.46   0.000    -.5183948   -.3405123

         76     -.6750608   .0433008   -15.59   0.000    -.7599288   -.5901928

         75     -.6121552   .0424157   -14.43   0.000    -.6952883    -.529022

         74      -.640585   .0428683   -14.94   0.000    -.7246053   -.5565648

         73      -.615761   .0484724   -12.70   0.000    -.7107652   -.5207569

         72     -.7302379   .0447533   -16.32   0.000    -.8179528    -.642523

         71     -.5784268   .0426677   -13.56   0.000    -.6620541   -.4947996

         70     -.4712443    .040976   -11.50   0.000    -.5515557   -.3909329

         69     -.5444661   .0416014   -13.09   0.000    -.6260033   -.4629289

         68     -.4307939   .0405004   -10.64   0.000    -.5101733   -.3514145

         67     -.3552871   .0400141    -8.88   0.000    -.4337133   -.2768609

         66     -.3103498   .0392213    -7.91   0.000    -.3872222   -.2334775

         65      -.338936   .0396375    -8.55   0.000    -.4166241   -.2612479

         64     -.2832944   .0393051    -7.21   0.000    -.3603309   -.2062579

         63     -.3216943   .0393808    -8.17   0.000    -.3988791   -.2445094

         62     -.4688222   .0407328   -11.51   0.000     -.548657   -.3889874

         61      -.322176   .0435854    -7.39   0.000    -.4076017   -.2367502

         60     -.3716116   .0441779    -8.41   0.000    -.4581986   -.2850246

         59     -.3132507    .043781    -7.15   0.000    -.3990598   -.2274416

         58     -.3489343   .0447896    -7.79   0.000    -.4367203   -.2611483

         57     -.3198693   .0437702    -7.31   0.000    -.4056572   -.2340814

         56     -.3316863   .0432353    -7.67   0.000    -.4164259   -.2469466

         55     -.3022279   .0423936    -7.13   0.000    -.3853178   -.2191379

         54     -.3066114   .0422225    -7.26   0.000     -.389366   -.2238568

         53     -.2857294   .0422065    -6.77   0.000    -.3684526   -.2030062

         52     -.3044086    .042136    -7.22   0.000    -.3869937   -.2218236

         51     -.3483211   .0446656    -7.80   0.000    -.4358642   -.2607781

         50      -.385661    .040191    -9.60   0.000     -.464434   -.3068881

         49     -.3630592   .0398227    -9.12   0.000    -.4411103   -.2850081

         48     -.3162839   .0389269    -8.13   0.000    -.3925793   -.2399885

         47     -.4435744   .0403538   -10.99   0.000    -.5226664   -.3644824

         46     -.2833987    .038865    -7.29   0.000    -.3595728   -.2072247

         45     -.2878373   .0388711    -7.40   0.000    -.3640231   -.2116514

         44     -.3519744   .0396289    -8.88   0.000    -.4296455   -.2743032

         43     -.2610462   .0386352    -6.76   0.000    -.3367697   -.1853227

         42     -.3788543   .0397023    -9.54   0.000    -.4566693   -.3010393

         41     -.3847042   .0401295    -9.59   0.000    -.4633566   -.3060518

         40     -.3558819   .0451014    -7.89   0.000    -.4442791   -.2674847

         39     -.4378392   .0404101   -10.83   0.000    -.5170416   -.3586368

         38     -.4725228   .0406532   -11.62   0.000    -.5522017   -.3928439

         37     -.3261579   .0391209    -8.34   0.000    -.4028334   -.2494824

         36     -.4036881   .0399483   -10.11   0.000    -.4819854   -.3253909

         35     -.5519534   .0416541   -13.25   0.000     -.633594   -.4703128

         34     -.6619629   .0438594   -15.09   0.000    -.7479258   -.5760001

         33     -.6859382   .0447833   -15.32   0.000    -.7737118   -.5981647

         32     -.6404844   .0435786   -14.70   0.000    -.7258969    -.555072

         31     -.9927383   .0757777   -13.10   0.000     -1.14126   -.8442166

         30     -.5285386   .0416652   -12.69   0.000     -.610201   -.4468762

         29     -.6453876   .0431897   -14.94   0.000    -.7300378   -.5607374

         28     -.6622406   .0433519   -15.28   0.000    -.7472087   -.5772725

         27     -.9390558   .0697578   -13.46   0.000    -1.075779    -.802333

         26     -.2768357   .0435084    -6.36   0.000    -.3621106   -.1915608

         25     -.2677444    .043447    -6.16   0.000    -.3528989   -.1825899

         24     -.4572028   .0404897   -11.29   0.000    -.5365612   -.3778444

         23     -.5329818   .0414047   -12.87   0.000    -.6141336   -.4518301

         22     -.3894254   .0396891    -9.81   0.000    -.4672147   -.3116361

         21     -.4774108    .045152   -10.57   0.000    -.5659072   -.3889145

         20     -.3510029   .0398217    -8.81   0.000    -.4290519   -.2729538

         19     -.4421497   .0408381   -10.83   0.000    -.5221909   -.3621085

         18     -.3990423   .0406976    -9.81   0.000    -.4788081   -.3192764

         17     -.3056421   .0397448    -7.69   0.000    -.3835405   -.2277437

         16     -.2707262   .0397423    -6.81   0.000    -.3486197   -.1928326

         15     -.4672386   .0427191   -10.94   0.000    -.5509665   -.3835108

         14     -.2136796    .039694    -5.38   0.000    -.2914783   -.1358808

         13      -.218024   .0402184    -5.42   0.000    -.2968505   -.1391974

         12     -.0952687   .0390955    -2.44   0.015    -.1718944    -.018643

         11     -.1267885    .039238    -3.23   0.001    -.2036935   -.0498835

         10     -.2254813   .0400262    -5.63   0.000    -.3039311   -.1470314

          9     -.1869986    .039508    -4.73   0.000    -.2644327   -.1095644

          8     -.2223067   .0431711    -5.15   0.000    -.3069205   -.1376928

          7     -.3172363   .0451321    -7.03   0.000    -.4056936   -.2287791

          6     -.2002867   .0439831    -4.55   0.000    -.2864921   -.1140814

          5     -.1373851   .0431764    -3.18   0.001    -.2220092   -.0527609

          4     -.1785439   .0427303    -4.18   0.000    -.2622938    -.094794

          3     -.0858962   .0405123    -2.12   0.034    -.1652988   -.0064936

          2     -.0277352   .0391966    -0.71   0.479     -.104559    .0490887

        WEEK  

              

       RESID     .0043433   .0401875     0.11   0.914    -.0744227    .0831092

     PARKLOT    -.3024902   .0504042    -6.00   0.000    -.4012807   -.2036998

      VACANT    -1.077119   .0818193   -13.16   0.000    -1.237482   -.9167563

      SCHOOL    -.0949933   .0442206    -2.15   0.032     -.181664   -.0083225

        PARK    -.2623596   .0434004    -6.05   0.000    -.3474228   -.1772965

      RETAIL    -.5023375   .0493386   -10.18   0.000    -.5990393   -.4056356

      OFFICE    -.3057406   .0665346    -4.60   0.000    -.4361461   -.1753351

         IND     .2434391    .065871     3.70   0.000     .1143344    .3725439

   PED_CROSS    -.7013431   .0514667   -13.63   0.000     -.802216   -.6004703

       INT_C     .4073301   .0628626     6.48   0.000     .2841216    .5305386

    INT_NOTC       .18947    .048269     3.93   0.000     .0948645    .2840755

          BL    -.2213365   .0484576    -4.57   0.000    -.3163117   -.1263612

     ST_PARK    -.0905782   .0405746    -2.23   0.026    -.1701029   -.0110536

       LANES    -.0609397    .017415    -3.50   0.000    -.0950725   -.0268068

       S_500    -.3700189   .0509649    -7.26   0.000    -.4699082   -.2701295

       DIVVY    -.0079959   .0211632    -0.38   0.706     -.049475    .0334833

                                                                              

  VIOLATIONS        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood  = -55464.422                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(145)     =   5182.61

                                                               max =       130

                                                               avg =     102.9

Random effects u_i ~ Beta                       Obs per group: min =        53

Group variable: REF                             Number of groups   =        99

Random-effects negative binomial regression     Number of obs      =     10190

Iteration 8:   log likelihood = -55464.422  

Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -55464.427  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -55466.252  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -55509.399  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -56286.879  (not concave)

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -59320.574  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -63044.231  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -80649.336  (not concave)

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -92948.99  (not concave)

Fitting full model:

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -65055.128  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -65063.505  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood =   -65607.8  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -67642.902  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -67702.292  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -72996.192  (backed up)

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -231331.71  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -620163.12  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -656662.53  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -656954.34  

Fitting negative binomial (constant dispersion) model:

> INT_C PED_CROSS IND OFFICE RETAIL PARK SCHOOL VACANT PARKLOT RESID i.WEEK, re

. xtnbreg VIOLATIONS DIVVY S_500 LANES ST_PARK BL INT_NOTC ///
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Likelihood-ratio test vs. pooled: chibar2(01) =  1.9e+04 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

                                                                              

           s     16.33597   2.528005                      12.06204    22.12427

           r     1.557199   .2055916                      1.202162     2.01709

                                                                              

       /ln_s     2.793369   .1547509                      2.490063    3.096675

       /ln_r     .4428888   .1320265                      .1841216    .7016561

                                                                              

       _cons     3.825577   .0908724    42.10   0.000      3.64747    4.003683

              

        130       -.39198   .0445042    -8.81   0.000    -.4792066   -.3047534

        129     -.7889666   .0467857   -16.86   0.000    -.8806649   -.6972683

        128     -.8519721   .0494983   -17.21   0.000     -.948987   -.7549573

        127     -.6761442   .0436408   -15.49   0.000    -.7616787   -.5906098

        126     -.6361672   .0437941   -14.53   0.000     -.722002   -.5503324

        125      -.362031   .0441137    -8.21   0.000    -.4484924   -.2755697

        124     -.5379698   .0413566   -13.01   0.000    -.6190273   -.4569122

        123     -.5723412   .0434272   -13.18   0.000    -.6574569   -.4872254

        122     -.6225757   .0433232   -14.37   0.000    -.7074876   -.5376637

        121     -.6114817   .0425228   -14.38   0.000    -.6948249   -.5281384

        120     -.5374325   .0416285   -12.91   0.000    -.6190229   -.4558422

        119     -.6100188   .0430546   -14.17   0.000    -.6944042   -.5256333

        118     -.6194398   .0428966   -14.44   0.000    -.7035156    -.535364

        117     -.6332233   .0433314   -14.61   0.000    -.7181513   -.5482953

        116     -.5202706   .0424121   -12.27   0.000    -.6033969   -.4371443

        115     -.4567416    .041298   -11.06   0.000    -.5376842    -.375799

        114     -.5718977   .0418847   -13.65   0.000    -.6539902   -.4898053

        113     -.5106604   .0451672   -11.31   0.000    -.5991864   -.4221343

        112     -.4492401   .0447372   -10.04   0.000    -.5369235   -.3615567

        111     -.4755376   .0461327   -10.31   0.000    -.5659561   -.3851192

        110     -.4378543   .0458569    -9.55   0.000    -.5277322   -.3479765

        109     -.3735941   .0436394    -8.56   0.000    -.4591257   -.2880624

        108     -.4064624   .0440398    -9.23   0.000    -.4927789   -.3201458

        107     -.3886174   .0432095    -8.99   0.000    -.4733064   -.3039284

        106     -.3949822   .0428934    -9.21   0.000    -.4790518   -.3109127

        105     -.3734496   .0433873    -8.61   0.000    -.4584872    -.288412

        104       -.43916   .0447765    -9.81   0.000    -.5269204   -.3513995

        103     -.5017414   .0437992   -11.46   0.000    -.5875861   -.4158966

        102     -.4972391   .0414454   -12.00   0.000    -.5784705   -.4160077

        101     -.4624634   .0413007   -11.20   0.000    -.5434113   -.3815156

        100     -.5435446   .0419913   -12.94   0.000    -.6258461   -.4612432

         99     -.5207069   .0414038   -12.58   0.000    -.6018568    -.439557

         98     -.4710936   .0404622   -11.64   0.000     -.550398   -.3917892

         97     -.5369706   .0412776   -13.01   0.000    -.6178733    -.456068

         96     -.4372849   .0404015   -10.82   0.000    -.5164703   -.3580995

         95     -.5284936   .0413852   -12.77   0.000    -.6096071   -.4473801

         94     -.3550878   .0433782    -8.19   0.000    -.4401074   -.2700681

         93     -.4932586   .0410841   -12.01   0.000    -.5737819   -.4127352

         92     -.5837502   .0426165   -13.70   0.000     -.667277   -.5002234

         91     -.4902218   .0418548   -11.71   0.000    -.5722557    -.408188

         90     -.5283281   .0424574   -12.44   0.000    -.6115432   -.4451131

         89     -.5244631   .0414901   -12.64   0.000    -.6057822   -.4431441

         88     -.5764855   .0416223   -13.85   0.000    -.6580637   -.4949073

         87     -.6633817   .0429499   -15.45   0.000    -.7475618   -.5792015

         86     -.5947433   .0418667   -14.21   0.000    -.6768005   -.5126861

         85     -.6972453   .0435676   -16.00   0.000    -.7826362   -.6118543

         84     -.5703686   .0422036   -13.51   0.000    -.6530862    -.487651

         83     -.7282561   .0442509   -16.46   0.000    -.8149862   -.6415259

         82     -.6408405    .042612   -15.04   0.000    -.7243585   -.5573225

         81     -.6431036   .0430941   -14.92   0.000    -.7275664   -.5586408

         80     -.7405849   .0443276   -16.71   0.000    -.8274655   -.6537044

         79     -.7348313   .0439177   -16.73   0.000    -.8209084   -.6487541

         78     -.6136957   .0479024   -12.81   0.000    -.7075827   -.5198086

         77     -.4294536    .045379    -9.46   0.000    -.5183948   -.3405123

         76     -.6750608   .0433008   -15.59   0.000    -.7599288   -.5901928

         75     -.6121552   .0424157   -14.43   0.000    -.6952883    -.529022

         74      -.640585   .0428683   -14.94   0.000    -.7246053   -.5565648

         73      -.615761   .0484724   -12.70   0.000    -.7107652   -.5207569

         72     -.7302379   .0447533   -16.32   0.000    -.8179528    -.642523

         71     -.5784268   .0426677   -13.56   0.000    -.6620541   -.4947996

         70     -.4712443    .040976   -11.50   0.000    -.5515557   -.3909329

         69     -.5444661   .0416014   -13.09   0.000    -.6260033   -.4629289

         68     -.4307939   .0405004   -10.64   0.000    -.5101733   -.3514145

         67     -.3552871   .0400141    -8.88   0.000    -.4337133   -.2768609

         66     -.3103498   .0392213    -7.91   0.000    -.3872222   -.2334775

         65      -.338936   .0396375    -8.55   0.000    -.4166241   -.2612479

         64     -.2832944   .0393051    -7.21   0.000    -.3603309   -.2062579

         63     -.3216943   .0393808    -8.17   0.000    -.3988791   -.2445094

         62     -.4688222   .0407328   -11.51   0.000     -.548657   -.3889874

         61      -.322176   .0435854    -7.39   0.000    -.4076017   -.2367502

         60     -.3716116   .0441779    -8.41   0.000    -.4581986   -.2850246

         59     -.3132507    .043781    -7.15   0.000    -.3990598   -.2274416

         58     -.3489343   .0447896    -7.79   0.000    -.4367203   -.2611483

         57     -.3198693   .0437702    -7.31   0.000    -.4056572   -.2340814

         56     -.3316863   .0432353    -7.67   0.000    -.4164259   -.2469466

         55     -.3022279   .0423936    -7.13   0.000    -.3853178   -.2191379

         54     -.3066114   .0422225    -7.26   0.000     -.389366   -.2238568

         53     -.2857294   .0422065    -6.77   0.000    -.3684526   -.2030062

         52     -.3044086    .042136    -7.22   0.000    -.3869937   -.2218236

         51     -.3483211   .0446656    -7.80   0.000    -.4358642   -.2607781

         50      -.385661    .040191    -9.60   0.000     -.464434   -.3068881

         49     -.3630592   .0398227    -9.12   0.000    -.4411103   -.2850081

         48     -.3162839   .0389269    -8.13   0.000    -.3925793   -.2399885

         47     -.4435744   .0403538   -10.99   0.000    -.5226664   -.3644824

         46     -.2833987    .038865    -7.29   0.000    -.3595728   -.2072247

         45     -.2878373   .0388711    -7.40   0.000    -.3640231   -.2116514

         44     -.3519744   .0396289    -8.88   0.000    -.4296455   -.2743032

         43     -.2610462   .0386352    -6.76   0.000    -.3367697   -.1853227

         42     -.3788543   .0397023    -9.54   0.000    -.4566693   -.3010393

         41     -.3847042   .0401295    -9.59   0.000    -.4633566   -.3060518

         40     -.3558819   .0451014    -7.89   0.000    -.4442791   -.2674847

         39     -.4378392   .0404101   -10.83   0.000    -.5170416   -.3586368

         38     -.4725228   .0406532   -11.62   0.000    -.5522017   -.3928439

         37     -.3261579   .0391209    -8.34   0.000    -.4028334   -.2494824

         36     -.4036881   .0399483   -10.11   0.000    -.4819854   -.3253909

         35     -.5519534   .0416541   -13.25   0.000     -.633594   -.4703128

         34     -.6619629   .0438594   -15.09   0.000    -.7479258   -.5760001

         33     -.6859382   .0447833   -15.32   0.000    -.7737118   -.5981647

         32     -.6404844   .0435786   -14.70   0.000    -.7258969    -.555072

         31     -.9927383   .0757777   -13.10   0.000     -1.14126   -.8442166

         30     -.5285386   .0416652   -12.69   0.000     -.610201   -.4468762

         29     -.6453876   .0431897   -14.94   0.000    -.7300378   -.5607374

         28     -.6622406   .0433519   -15.28   0.000    -.7472087   -.5772725

         27     -.9390558   .0697578   -13.46   0.000    -1.075779    -.802333

         26     -.2768357   .0435084    -6.36   0.000    -.3621106   -.1915608

         25     -.2677444    .043447    -6.16   0.000    -.3528989   -.1825899

         24     -.4572028   .0404897   -11.29   0.000    -.5365612   -.3778444

         23     -.5329818   .0414047   -12.87   0.000    -.6141336   -.4518301

         22     -.3894254   .0396891    -9.81   0.000    -.4672147   -.3116361

         21     -.4774108    .045152   -10.57   0.000    -.5659072   -.3889145

         20     -.3510029   .0398217    -8.81   0.000    -.4290519   -.2729538

         19     -.4421497   .0408381   -10.83   0.000    -.5221909   -.3621085

         18     -.3990423   .0406976    -9.81   0.000    -.4788081   -.3192764

         17     -.3056421   .0397448    -7.69   0.000    -.3835405   -.2277437

         16     -.2707262   .0397423    -6.81   0.000    -.3486197   -.1928326

         15     -.4672386   .0427191   -10.94   0.000    -.5509665   -.3835108

         14     -.2136796    .039694    -5.38   0.000    -.2914783   -.1358808

         13      -.218024   .0402184    -5.42   0.000    -.2968505   -.1391974

         12     -.0952687   .0390955    -2.44   0.015    -.1718944    -.018643

         11     -.1267885    .039238    -3.23   0.001    -.2036935   -.0498835

         10     -.2254813   .0400262    -5.63   0.000    -.3039311   -.1470314

          9     -.1869986    .039508    -4.73   0.000    -.2644327   -.1095644

          8     -.2223067   .0431711    -5.15   0.000    -.3069205   -.1376928

          7     -.3172363   .0451321    -7.03   0.000    -.4056936   -.2287791

          6     -.2002867   .0439831    -4.55   0.000    -.2864921   -.1140814

          5     -.1373851   .0431764    -3.18   0.001    -.2220092   -.0527609

          4     -.1785439   .0427303    -4.18   0.000    -.2622938    -.094794

          3     -.0858962   .0405123    -2.12   0.034    -.1652988   -.0064936

          2     -.0277352   .0391966    -0.71   0.479     -.104559    .0490887

        WEEK  

              

       RESID     .0043433   .0401875     0.11   0.914    -.0744227    .0831092

     PARKLOT    -.3024902   .0504042    -6.00   0.000    -.4012807   -.2036998

      VACANT    -1.077119   .0818193   -13.16   0.000    -1.237482   -.9167563

      SCHOOL    -.0949933   .0442206    -2.15   0.032     -.181664   -.0083225

        PARK    -.2623596   .0434004    -6.05   0.000    -.3474228   -.1772965

      RETAIL    -.5023375   .0493386   -10.18   0.000    -.5990393   -.4056356

      OFFICE    -.3057406   .0665346    -4.60   0.000    -.4361461   -.1753351

         IND     .2434391    .065871     3.70   0.000     .1143344    .3725439

   PED_CROSS    -.7013431   .0514667   -13.63   0.000     -.802216   -.6004703

       INT_C     .4073301   .0628626     6.48   0.000     .2841216    .5305386

    INT_NOTC       .18947    .048269     3.93   0.000     .0948645    .2840755

          BL    -.2213365   .0484576    -4.57   0.000    -.3163117   -.1263612

     ST_PARK    -.0905782   .0405746    -2.23   0.026    -.1701029   -.0110536

       LANES    -.0609397    .017415    -3.50   0.000    -.0950725   -.0268068

       S_500    -.3700189   .0509649    -7.26   0.000    -.4699082   -.2701295

       DIVVY    -.0079959   .0211632    -0.38   0.706     -.049475    .0334833

                                                                              

  VIOLATIONS        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood  = -55464.422                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(145)     =   5182.61

                                                               max =       130

                                                               avg =     102.9

Random effects u_i ~ Beta                       Obs per group: min =        53

Group variable: REF                             Number of groups   =        99

Random-effects negative binomial regression     Number of obs      =     10190

Iteration 8:   log likelihood = -55464.422  

Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -55464.427  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -55466.252  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -55509.399  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -56286.879  (not concave)

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -59320.574  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -63044.231  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -80649.336  (not concave)

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -92948.99  (not concave)

Fitting full model:

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -65055.128  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -65063.505  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood =   -65607.8  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -67642.902  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -67702.292  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -72996.192  (backed up)

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -231331.71  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -620163.12  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -656662.53  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -656954.34  

Fitting negative binomial (constant dispersion) model:

> INT_C PED_CROSS IND OFFICE RETAIL PARK SCHOOL VACANT PARKLOT RESID i.WEEK, re

. xtnbreg VIOLATIONS DIVVY S_500 LANES ST_PARK BL INT_NOTC ///
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Likelihood-ratio test vs. pooled: chibar2(01) =  1.9e+04 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

                                                                              

           s     16.33597   2.528005                      12.06204    22.12427

           r     1.557199   .2055916                      1.202162     2.01709

                                                                              

       /ln_s     2.793369   .1547509                      2.490063    3.096675

       /ln_r     .4428888   .1320265                      .1841216    .7016561

                                                                              

       _cons     3.825577   .0908724    42.10   0.000      3.64747    4.003683

              

        130       -.39198   .0445042    -8.81   0.000    -.4792066   -.3047534

        129     -.7889666   .0467857   -16.86   0.000    -.8806649   -.6972683

        128     -.8519721   .0494983   -17.21   0.000     -.948987   -.7549573

        127     -.6761442   .0436408   -15.49   0.000    -.7616787   -.5906098

        126     -.6361672   .0437941   -14.53   0.000     -.722002   -.5503324

        125      -.362031   .0441137    -8.21   0.000    -.4484924   -.2755697

        124     -.5379698   .0413566   -13.01   0.000    -.6190273   -.4569122

        123     -.5723412   .0434272   -13.18   0.000    -.6574569   -.4872254

        122     -.6225757   .0433232   -14.37   0.000    -.7074876   -.5376637

        121     -.6114817   .0425228   -14.38   0.000    -.6948249   -.5281384

        120     -.5374325   .0416285   -12.91   0.000    -.6190229   -.4558422

        119     -.6100188   .0430546   -14.17   0.000    -.6944042   -.5256333

        118     -.6194398   .0428966   -14.44   0.000    -.7035156    -.535364

        117     -.6332233   .0433314   -14.61   0.000    -.7181513   -.5482953

        116     -.5202706   .0424121   -12.27   0.000    -.6033969   -.4371443

        115     -.4567416    .041298   -11.06   0.000    -.5376842    -.375799

        114     -.5718977   .0418847   -13.65   0.000    -.6539902   -.4898053

        113     -.5106604   .0451672   -11.31   0.000    -.5991864   -.4221343

        112     -.4492401   .0447372   -10.04   0.000    -.5369235   -.3615567

        111     -.4755376   .0461327   -10.31   0.000    -.5659561   -.3851192

        110     -.4378543   .0458569    -9.55   0.000    -.5277322   -.3479765

        109     -.3735941   .0436394    -8.56   0.000    -.4591257   -.2880624

        108     -.4064624   .0440398    -9.23   0.000    -.4927789   -.3201458

        107     -.3886174   .0432095    -8.99   0.000    -.4733064   -.3039284

        106     -.3949822   .0428934    -9.21   0.000    -.4790518   -.3109127

        105     -.3734496   .0433873    -8.61   0.000    -.4584872    -.288412

        104       -.43916   .0447765    -9.81   0.000    -.5269204   -.3513995

        103     -.5017414   .0437992   -11.46   0.000    -.5875861   -.4158966

        102     -.4972391   .0414454   -12.00   0.000    -.5784705   -.4160077

        101     -.4624634   .0413007   -11.20   0.000    -.5434113   -.3815156

        100     -.5435446   .0419913   -12.94   0.000    -.6258461   -.4612432

         99     -.5207069   .0414038   -12.58   0.000    -.6018568    -.439557

         98     -.4710936   .0404622   -11.64   0.000     -.550398   -.3917892

         97     -.5369706   .0412776   -13.01   0.000    -.6178733    -.456068

         96     -.4372849   .0404015   -10.82   0.000    -.5164703   -.3580995

         95     -.5284936   .0413852   -12.77   0.000    -.6096071   -.4473801

         94     -.3550878   .0433782    -8.19   0.000    -.4401074   -.2700681

         93     -.4932586   .0410841   -12.01   0.000    -.5737819   -.4127352

         92     -.5837502   .0426165   -13.70   0.000     -.667277   -.5002234

         91     -.4902218   .0418548   -11.71   0.000    -.5722557    -.408188

         90     -.5283281   .0424574   -12.44   0.000    -.6115432   -.4451131

         89     -.5244631   .0414901   -12.64   0.000    -.6057822   -.4431441

         88     -.5764855   .0416223   -13.85   0.000    -.6580637   -.4949073

         87     -.6633817   .0429499   -15.45   0.000    -.7475618   -.5792015

         86     -.5947433   .0418667   -14.21   0.000    -.6768005   -.5126861

         85     -.6972453   .0435676   -16.00   0.000    -.7826362   -.6118543

         84     -.5703686   .0422036   -13.51   0.000    -.6530862    -.487651

         83     -.7282561   .0442509   -16.46   0.000    -.8149862   -.6415259

         82     -.6408405    .042612   -15.04   0.000    -.7243585   -.5573225

         81     -.6431036   .0430941   -14.92   0.000    -.7275664   -.5586408

         80     -.7405849   .0443276   -16.71   0.000    -.8274655   -.6537044

         79     -.7348313   .0439177   -16.73   0.000    -.8209084   -.6487541

         78     -.6136957   .0479024   -12.81   0.000    -.7075827   -.5198086

         77     -.4294536    .045379    -9.46   0.000    -.5183948   -.3405123

         76     -.6750608   .0433008   -15.59   0.000    -.7599288   -.5901928

         75     -.6121552   .0424157   -14.43   0.000    -.6952883    -.529022

         74      -.640585   .0428683   -14.94   0.000    -.7246053   -.5565648

         73      -.615761   .0484724   -12.70   0.000    -.7107652   -.5207569

         72     -.7302379   .0447533   -16.32   0.000    -.8179528    -.642523

         71     -.5784268   .0426677   -13.56   0.000    -.6620541   -.4947996

         70     -.4712443    .040976   -11.50   0.000    -.5515557   -.3909329

         69     -.5444661   .0416014   -13.09   0.000    -.6260033   -.4629289

         68     -.4307939   .0405004   -10.64   0.000    -.5101733   -.3514145

         67     -.3552871   .0400141    -8.88   0.000    -.4337133   -.2768609

         66     -.3103498   .0392213    -7.91   0.000    -.3872222   -.2334775

         65      -.338936   .0396375    -8.55   0.000    -.4166241   -.2612479

         64     -.2832944   .0393051    -7.21   0.000    -.3603309   -.2062579

         63     -.3216943   .0393808    -8.17   0.000    -.3988791   -.2445094

         62     -.4688222   .0407328   -11.51   0.000     -.548657   -.3889874

         61      -.322176   .0435854    -7.39   0.000    -.4076017   -.2367502

         60     -.3716116   .0441779    -8.41   0.000    -.4581986   -.2850246

         59     -.3132507    .043781    -7.15   0.000    -.3990598   -.2274416

         58     -.3489343   .0447896    -7.79   0.000    -.4367203   -.2611483

         57     -.3198693   .0437702    -7.31   0.000    -.4056572   -.2340814

         56     -.3316863   .0432353    -7.67   0.000    -.4164259   -.2469466

         55     -.3022279   .0423936    -7.13   0.000    -.3853178   -.2191379

         54     -.3066114   .0422225    -7.26   0.000     -.389366   -.2238568

         53     -.2857294   .0422065    -6.77   0.000    -.3684526   -.2030062

         52     -.3044086    .042136    -7.22   0.000    -.3869937   -.2218236

         51     -.3483211   .0446656    -7.80   0.000    -.4358642   -.2607781

         50      -.385661    .040191    -9.60   0.000     -.464434   -.3068881

         49     -.3630592   .0398227    -9.12   0.000    -.4411103   -.2850081

         48     -.3162839   .0389269    -8.13   0.000    -.3925793   -.2399885

         47     -.4435744   .0403538   -10.99   0.000    -.5226664   -.3644824

         46     -.2833987    .038865    -7.29   0.000    -.3595728   -.2072247

         45     -.2878373   .0388711    -7.40   0.000    -.3640231   -.2116514

         44     -.3519744   .0396289    -8.88   0.000    -.4296455   -.2743032

         43     -.2610462   .0386352    -6.76   0.000    -.3367697   -.1853227

         42     -.3788543   .0397023    -9.54   0.000    -.4566693   -.3010393

         41     -.3847042   .0401295    -9.59   0.000    -.4633566   -.3060518

         40     -.3558819   .0451014    -7.89   0.000    -.4442791   -.2674847

         39     -.4378392   .0404101   -10.83   0.000    -.5170416   -.3586368

         38     -.4725228   .0406532   -11.62   0.000    -.5522017   -.3928439

         37     -.3261579   .0391209    -8.34   0.000    -.4028334   -.2494824

         36     -.4036881   .0399483   -10.11   0.000    -.4819854   -.3253909

         35     -.5519534   .0416541   -13.25   0.000     -.633594   -.4703128

         34     -.6619629   .0438594   -15.09   0.000    -.7479258   -.5760001

         33     -.6859382   .0447833   -15.32   0.000    -.7737118   -.5981647

         32     -.6404844   .0435786   -14.70   0.000    -.7258969    -.555072

         31     -.9927383   .0757777   -13.10   0.000     -1.14126   -.8442166

         30     -.5285386   .0416652   -12.69   0.000     -.610201   -.4468762

         29     -.6453876   .0431897   -14.94   0.000    -.7300378   -.5607374

         28     -.6622406   .0433519   -15.28   0.000    -.7472087   -.5772725

         27     -.9390558   .0697578   -13.46   0.000    -1.075779    -.802333

         26     -.2768357   .0435084    -6.36   0.000    -.3621106   -.1915608

         25     -.2677444    .043447    -6.16   0.000    -.3528989   -.1825899

         24     -.4572028   .0404897   -11.29   0.000    -.5365612   -.3778444

         23     -.5329818   .0414047   -12.87   0.000    -.6141336   -.4518301

         22     -.3894254   .0396891    -9.81   0.000    -.4672147   -.3116361

         21     -.4774108    .045152   -10.57   0.000    -.5659072   -.3889145

         20     -.3510029   .0398217    -8.81   0.000    -.4290519   -.2729538

         19     -.4421497   .0408381   -10.83   0.000    -.5221909   -.3621085

         18     -.3990423   .0406976    -9.81   0.000    -.4788081   -.3192764

         17     -.3056421   .0397448    -7.69   0.000    -.3835405   -.2277437

         16     -.2707262   .0397423    -6.81   0.000    -.3486197   -.1928326

         15     -.4672386   .0427191   -10.94   0.000    -.5509665   -.3835108

         14     -.2136796    .039694    -5.38   0.000    -.2914783   -.1358808

         13      -.218024   .0402184    -5.42   0.000    -.2968505   -.1391974

         12     -.0952687   .0390955    -2.44   0.015    -.1718944    -.018643

         11     -.1267885    .039238    -3.23   0.001    -.2036935   -.0498835

         10     -.2254813   .0400262    -5.63   0.000    -.3039311   -.1470314

          9     -.1869986    .039508    -4.73   0.000    -.2644327   -.1095644

          8     -.2223067   .0431711    -5.15   0.000    -.3069205   -.1376928

          7     -.3172363   .0451321    -7.03   0.000    -.4056936   -.2287791

          6     -.2002867   .0439831    -4.55   0.000    -.2864921   -.1140814

          5     -.1373851   .0431764    -3.18   0.001    -.2220092   -.0527609

          4     -.1785439   .0427303    -4.18   0.000    -.2622938    -.094794

          3     -.0858962   .0405123    -2.12   0.034    -.1652988   -.0064936

          2     -.0277352   .0391966    -0.71   0.479     -.104559    .0490887

        WEEK  

              

       RESID     .0043433   .0401875     0.11   0.914    -.0744227    .0831092

     PARKLOT    -.3024902   .0504042    -6.00   0.000    -.4012807   -.2036998

      VACANT    -1.077119   .0818193   -13.16   0.000    -1.237482   -.9167563

      SCHOOL    -.0949933   .0442206    -2.15   0.032     -.181664   -.0083225

        PARK    -.2623596   .0434004    -6.05   0.000    -.3474228   -.1772965

      RETAIL    -.5023375   .0493386   -10.18   0.000    -.5990393   -.4056356

      OFFICE    -.3057406   .0665346    -4.60   0.000    -.4361461   -.1753351

         IND     .2434391    .065871     3.70   0.000     .1143344    .3725439

   PED_CROSS    -.7013431   .0514667   -13.63   0.000     -.802216   -.6004703

       INT_C     .4073301   .0628626     6.48   0.000     .2841216    .5305386

    INT_NOTC       .18947    .048269     3.93   0.000     .0948645    .2840755

          BL    -.2213365   .0484576    -4.57   0.000    -.3163117   -.1263612

     ST_PARK    -.0905782   .0405746    -2.23   0.026    -.1701029   -.0110536

       LANES    -.0609397    .017415    -3.50   0.000    -.0950725   -.0268068

       S_500    -.3700189   .0509649    -7.26   0.000    -.4699082   -.2701295

       DIVVY    -.0079959   .0211632    -0.38   0.706     -.049475    .0334833

                                                                              

  VIOLATIONS        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood  = -55464.422                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(145)     =   5182.61

                                                               max =       130

                                                               avg =     102.9

Random effects u_i ~ Beta                       Obs per group: min =        53

Group variable: REF                             Number of groups   =        99

Random-effects negative binomial regression     Number of obs      =     10190

Iteration 8:   log likelihood = -55464.422  

Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -55464.427  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -55466.252  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -55509.399  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -56286.879  (not concave)

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -59320.574  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -63044.231  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -80649.336  (not concave)

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -92948.99  (not concave)

Fitting full model:

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -65055.117  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -65055.128  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -65063.505  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood =   -65607.8  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -67642.736  

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -67642.902  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -67702.292  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -72996.192  (backed up)

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -231331.71  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -620163.12  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -656662.36  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -656662.53  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -656954.34  

Fitting negative binomial (constant dispersion) model:

> INT_C PED_CROSS IND OFFICE RETAIL PARK SCHOOL VACANT PARKLOT RESID i.WEEK, re

. xtnbreg VIOLATIONS DIVVY S_500 LANES ST_PARK BL INT_NOTC ///
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7. 52 Week Difference Regression with Clustering by Camera 

 

 

8. 52 Week Difference Regression with Clustering by Week 

 

 

 

                                                                              

    PC_CNTRL      .846596   .1673051     5.06   0.000     .5079046    1.185287

     S_500_T     .1747533   .0212448     8.23   0.000     .1317454    .2177612

        PC_D    -.0059176   .0028329    -2.09   0.043    -.0116526   -.0001827

                                                                              

        PC_V        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 39 clusters in REF)

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49165

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0674

                                                       Prob > F      =       .

                                                       F(  2,    38) =       .

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    1227

. regress PC_V PC_D S_500_T PC_CNTRL, noconstant vce (cluster REF)

                                                                              

    PC_CNTRL      .846596   .1363403     6.21   0.000     .5751078    1.118084

     S_500_T     .1747533   .0179709     9.72   0.000     .1389687    .2105379

        PC_D    -.0059176   .0019632    -3.01   0.003    -.0098268   -.0020085

                                                                              

        PC_V        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                  (Std. Err. adjusted for 78 clusters in WEEK)

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49165

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0674

                                                       Prob > F      =       .

                                                       F(  2,    77) =       .

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    1227

. regress PC_V PC_D S_500_T PC_CNTRL, noconstant vce (cluster WEEK)
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9. 52 Week Difference Regression with 2 Dimensional Clustering 

 

 

    Std. Err. adjusted for 78 clusters in WEEK, AND 39 clusters in REF.

Notes:

                                                                              

    PC_CNTRL      .846596   .1891025     4.48   0.000     .4755956    1.217596

     S_500_T     .1747533   .0241875     7.22   0.000     .1272999    .2222068

        PC_D    -.0059176   .0029438    -2.01   0.045     -.011693   -.0001423

                                                                              

        PC_V        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                           (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on WEEK and REF)

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49165

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0674

                                                       Prob > F      =       .

                                                       F(  2,  1226) =       .

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    1227

. vce2way regress PC_V PC_D S_500_T PC_CNTRL, noconstant cluster(WEEK REF)


